Australian banknotes are among the safest in the world and, to keep them that way, the Reserve Bank is introducing a new series of banknotes.

The new $5 banknote has many innovative features designed to make our banknotes clearly more secure. Importantly, all existing banknotes can continue to be used.

Discover more at banknotes.rba.gov.au or call 1800 633 220
Look for multiple security features in the clear top-to-bottom window.

Tilt the banknote to see a rolling colour effect, which is visible on both sides of the banknote.

Tilt the banknote to see a three-dimensional Federation Star with a colourful border.

Look for a Federation Star in a small clear window.

Tilt the banknote to see the Eastern Spinebill move its wings and change colour.

Look for tiny, clearly defined text in multiple locations on the banknote.

Tilt the banknote to see colours change within the Eastern Spinebill.

Feel the distinctive texture of the raised, dark printing.

Tilt the banknote to see the number ‘5’ change direction within the Federation Pavilion.

Look for an Eastern Spinebill, serial number and year of print that fluoresce under UV light.

For more information
Visit: banknotes.rba.gov.au
Email: banknotes@rba.gov.au
Call: 1800 633 220